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At the beginning of the year, we released TuneSweeper for Mac. TuneSweeper for Mac was built on top of Text iQ, so if you are still using Text iQ, you should be able to upgrade. If you are using TuneSweeper for Mac, you dont have to do anything: your files will be automatically upgraded and converted to Text iQ format. TuneSweeper
for Mac will be compatible with the new Text iQ deployment model, so you wont have to figure out how to do this yourself. Please, if you have been using TuneSweeper for Mac, keep it and use it as long as you like. We dont plan on discontinuing this version. Don't let your relationship with Text iQ end here. Stay tuned for many more
big improvements for Text iQ as well as the Text iQ approach to email. Consider upgrading to Text iQ 5 by downloading the free trial today. Elastic Cloud has now been updated to include the new Advanced Security Features. As of today, Elastic Cloud Advanced Security includes the following features: EBS license Dedicated security
labels Other features for cloud-wide security deployment The second set of Eloqua Retention Modules have now been updated to include the new Eloqua Retention event. In order to update your retention rules, log in to the Elasticsearch Management Console, choose the desired index, and click on the Retention tab to change your

policy. For more information on this update and others, click here to view our full press release. Google has released the new Google Analytics API 4.0. This new release includes new features such as Extended Events, improved UI code, transaction data, Enhanced e-Commerce, Synchronization, and Security. For more details on these
new features, click here to view our full release note.
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this release contains an important addition to our release notes: ricochet's ability to offer modders the ability to bundle their mods with the host game. the only way to incorporate mods into the host game was by utilizing the manual patching process that required a developer to manually patch the mod with the game patch. ricochet's
new mod bundling functionality allows for modders to create a bundle that combines the original mod and the host game. the host game can also be taken out of a bundle and replaced with another host game. the next generation of the qualtrics text iq tool is now available in preview for all text iq users. users can opt in and out of the

preview experience at will, and new features will be added until the experience is complete. features in the initial preview include and updated look and feel in the comment list for easier reading, the first release of topic hierarchies in text iq, and the ability to add additional fields to the comment list for a richer at-a-glance record
view. conditions: -- big-ip has a virtual server configured with a websocket profile. -- an irule the includes the ws::disconnect command is attached to the virtual server. -- big-ip is under heavy load and/or the irule requires an extended time to execute, which might happen, for example, during execution on an irule, tmm might park the
irule execution because the operation takes more cpu cycle than tmm can allocate to complete the irule execution. workaround: -- big-ip has a virtual server configured with a websocket profile. -- an irule the includes the ws::disconnect command is attached to the virtual server. -- big-ip is under heavy load and/or the irule requires an

extended time to execute, which might happen, for example, during execution on an irule, tmm might park the irule execution because the operation takes more cpu cycle than tmm can allocate to complete the irule execution. 5ec8ef588b
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